
Folly
Chinoiserie



Folly in Jeunesse



Creating your Chinoiserie Room

We aim to make the process of creating your own Chinoiserie Room a simple and enjoyable experience. 
Our team will guide you through each step of the journey.

The process begins by making two key selections: Design Layout and Colourway.

For more detailed information on how to order please speak to a member of our team.

Design Layout
We have several standard layouts within our Chinoiserie Collection. 
Varying in both style and density, each of these layouts can be 

further tailored to suit your space.

Select Design Layout Select Standard Colourway Custom Colourway Service
Select Background 

& Supply Colour Brief

Add Embroidery 
if required

Sample for Approval

Order Confirmed and Painting Begins

Supply Drawings & Measurements 
to our Team

Miniature Design Layout for Approval

Colourway
Hand-painted and hand-embroidered onto a variety of  silk 
grounds, we have a wide range of standard colourways. These can 
be seen in our ‘families’ guides. Alternatively, you can create your 

own colourway using our custom service.



COVER  IMAGE  Close-up of Folly in Lettuce with Embroidery
LEF T -HAND IMAGE  Close-up of Folly in Jeunesse

Fromental wallcoverings are hand-made 
to order, tailored for each room.  From 
supplied elevations and floor plan, we 
will place the design and panel seaming 
to ensure optimal installation.

Folly C072

Technical information

Design
In order for the design to be tailored to your room, our technical team will draw elevations and 
formulate a panel plan (see measuring process).
Our design team will then create a black and white miniature within these elevations.
We will tailor the design to fit the space, taking care to avoid placing birds and butterflies within wall 
corners or on panel seams. 

Measuring Process
A set of 2D technical drawings (including elevations and floorplan) are preferable. 
Alternatively we will require the following information:

- Accurate and detailed dimensions of the area specified for wallcovering.
- All openings including doors, windows and any reveals if applicable.
- Individual wall sizes – it is important that the wall corners are specified.
- Measurements and location of any key items of furniture (this will allow us to tailor the layout   
  further and ensure no key design features are obscured)

Tolerance
Standard tolerance on panel height is around 300mm/12’’, this will be split between the top and 
bottom of the panel. 
We will also provide tolerance on the wall width, this will be determined by the panel plan and wall 
dimensions.
For any jib door/ framed panels tolerance will be supplied on all sides.
All tolerance values will be shown on the miniature. 

Quantity
Quantity is calculated by combining the total square meterage/yardage with our standard panel 
tolerance.

Height - Standard panel height is between 1600mm/63” and 4300mm/169”. Taller panels are 
available but may carry a surcharge.

Width - Standard panel width 915mm/36” plus 15mm/1/2” trim.



Folly is a bold, classical yet whimsical pattern. The scene moves between rocks, water and lush foliage with beautiful birds throughout.
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